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Child Study Association of America

Cash Prizes for Your Book Reviews!

Boys and girls! Would you like to see your own book reviews printed on this page? Would you like to win cash prizes? Here’s your chance!

The list of books below has been suggested by Mrs. Grace E. Cartmell, Supt. of Work with Children, of the Queensboro Public Library. Young people in her library have read them and liked them. Get one of these books from your library, send me a review of it in less than 200 words. The winning review will appear in this magazine, and the writer will receive a $5.00 prize. You can win!

Send your review to me in care of this magazine, 480 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. Print your name and address plainly.

JOSETTE FRANK

Young Mac of Fort VancouverBy Mary Jane Carr
Black StallionBy Walter Farley
Jupiter and the Sleigh DogBy West Lawn
Citadel of a Hundred StairwaysBy Alida Maltus
Black FireBy Covell Newcomb
Way Down CellarBy Phil Stong
Plang, the Moro ChieftainBy Florence Stuart
Happy LandingBy Leonora M. Weber
Haven for the BraveBy Elizabeth Yates
The Last of the GouchosBy Thomas Williamson

The Wonder Book of the Air.
By C. B. Allen and Lauren D. Lyman
with an introduction by Bernt Balchen

Why does an airplane fly? What is different about a glider? What about autogiros? What kinds of planes are there especially made for carrying mails, for crossing vast oceans, for transport and for war?

All these and hundreds of other questions that most boys ask are answered in this book. It covers everything about the planes and how they operate, the air-routes and how they are mapped, the pilots and how they are chosen and trained, the air heroes of peace and of war and their daring exploits, the marvels of aircraft radio, and the most modern devices of fighters, bombers and pursuit planes in this war.

There are exciting stories, too, of man’s early attempts to fly and the many experiments and disasters that led to the development from balloons to wings. Many of the famous flights of history are described in thrilling accounts.

One whole chapter tells about the instruments in the pilot’s cabin; another describes the different types of motor—“the heart of the airplane.”

About two hundred photographs illustrate the book and add greatly to its interest. Any boy or girl who wants to know about modern airplanes as well as the romance of man’s conquest of the air, will find it all in this book.

Ask for it at your library.

Superman’s Secret Message
(Code Venus No. 2)
K PGGF COGTKEC COGTKEC PGFFU AQW
FQ AQWT DKV!
A SUITCASE IS PACKED IN THE BRUCE WAYNE HOME...

PACKING! WHERE ARE WE GOING, BRUCE?

WE'RE NOT GOING ANYWHERE, DICK! YOU AND I HAVE GOT TO HAVE A FINAL UNDERSTANDING...

AND DICK GRAYSON, BRUCE'S HITHERTO INSEPARABLE PAL, RECEIVES THE SHOCK OF HIS LIFE!

WE'RE PARTING COMPANY, DICK. FROM NOW ON THE BATMAN WORKS ALONE!

I--I DON'T GET IT... YOU'RE KIDDING, AREN'T YOU?

THAT'S ONE OF THE TROUBLES WITH YOU... YOU THINK LIFE IS FULL OF KIDDING THIS TIME I'M DEAD SERIOUS!

GEE, BRUCE... I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY!

I NEVER THOUGHT WE'D BREAK UP AFTER ALL OUR ADVENTURES... ALL THE TIMES WE'VE RISKED OUR LIVES TOGETHER, AND FOUGHT SIDE BY SIDE!

THAT'S ANOTHER REASON...

I'D BE FIGHTING CROOKS, AND HAVE TO WATCH OUT FOR YOU AT THE SAME TIME!

...ULP..! IF I'D KNOWN YOU FELT LIKE THAT...

HIGH TIME I WAS GETTING RID OF THIS JUNK!

M'/ MY P'-PICTURE!

FROM NOW ON YOU CAN GIVE MORE TIME TO SCHOOL WORK. IT'S NOT RIGHT FOR A KID LIKE YOU TO BE CHASING AROUND GETTING INTO FIGHTS!

YOU DON'T NEED TO SAY ANY MORE...

BUT WHEN DICK HAS LEFT THE ROOM --

WELL, SO LONG, YOUNGSTER! I'VE LEFT MONEY TO TAKE CARE OF YOU... AND MAYBE WE'LL RUN ACROSS EACH OTHER AGAIN SOMETIME!

I DIDN'T LIKE TO SMASH IT, BUT I HAD TO MAKE THE KID UNDERSTAND... I'LL JUST KEEP THIS!

GOODBYE!
Has Robin the Boy Wonder fought his last gallant battle against injustice at the side of the mighty Batman? The loyal heart of the lad is close to breaking as his bewildered mind seeks to escape the dreariness of the present by reviewing glamorous scenes from the past.

When the Joker thought he had us trapped and was going to get rid of us for good...

...when the Penguin pulled surprises out of that deadly umbrella of his...

...and more times than I can count if it hadn't been for me, there wouldn't have been any more Batman!

It isn't true! (Sob) I wasn't ever in his way! He just doesn't like me any more!

Suspicion rears its ugly head as the boy's grief wears itself out...

Or, maybe he wants all the glory for himself! Maybe he thought Robin was getting too popular!

And inevitably comes blind, unreasoning anger...

I don't want his money and I won't live in his house! I'll run away and show him I can take care of myself!
NIGHT... AND A HOMELESS WAIF
TRUDGES THE POOREST STREETS
OF GOTHAM CITY...

KID, COULD
YA SPARE
A NICKLE
FOR CAVFEE?

I WOULD,
GLADLY...
ONLY I
HAVEN'T
GOT A
CENT!

A SEARCHLIGHT BEAM STABS
UPWARD, PAINTING A FAMILIAR
SYMBOL AGAINST THE BLACK
SKY...

COMMISSIONER
GORDON'S SIGNAL!
HE NEEDS THE
BATMAN AND
ROB--I
MEAN, THE
BATMAN!

LATER... A BURST OF GUNFIRE SHATTERS THE NIGHT...
AND SUDDENLY...

JIMMINY--TH'
BATMAN'S
GOIN' OUT
AFTER SOME
CROOKS!

LUCKY, EH?
IF THEY
ONLY KNEW!

SHOTS--AND
IT'S HIM! IT'S
THE BATMAN!
THEY MUSTN'T
HIT HIM!

BUT THE NEXT INSTANT, THE THRILL THAT
TINGLED THROUGH DICK IS CRUSHED BENEATH
THE CRUEDEST BLOW OF ALL!

WHA--?
ANOTHER
BOY IN A
UNIFORM LIKE
MINE, WORKING
WITH THE BAT-
MAN!... BUT IT
CAN'T BE! IT CAN'T
BE!

SCALDING TEARS BLIND
THE STRICKEN YOUNGSTER!

HE'S GOT
ANOTHER
ROBIN! THAT'S WHY
HE WANTED TO GET
RID OF ME!

BET THAT
LITTLE
BRAT HASN'T
A BRAIN
IN HIS HEAD!
BET I COULD
LICK HIM
WITH ONE
HAND!
A fellow's got to eat... And my two-way radio is the only thing I can raise money on...

So the last link between the Batman and Robin is broken...

Hmmm... Radios don't bring much these days... And this is a very odd one. Hmmm...

Six... Seven... I'd better make this last, because there won't be any more till I find a job!

Meanwhile, let us turn the clock backward an hour and see the result of that searchlight summons to the Batman.

This is the Batman. Commissioner... What's up?

Thank goodness you called right away! The thumb and his mob tried to kill the mayor! They got away, heading for South River!

I'm starting right now! Good-bye!

Shucking his outer garments, Bruce stands revealed as the awe-inspiring, crime-smashing Batman!

He'll be a sore thumb if I catch him!

Scorning stairs and elevators, the little lawman flits down the side of the building...

A parachute would be a help right now!

And like the winged creature of the night that gives him his name, he streaks over the silent rooftops...
FROM A PRECARIOUS PERCH, HIS KEEN EYES SIGHT A SPEEDING VEHICLE....

BUT THERE'S TRAFFIC DOWN THERE... A CAR LOADED WITH MEN, DOING FIFTY AT LEAST! THIS IS WHERE THE FUN STARTS!

THE THUMB, DAPPER DESPERADO WHO SEEKS TO SPREAD A REIGN OF TERROR OVER GOTHAM CITY, SCOLDS HIS HENCHMEN...

THERE WAS THE MAYOR NOT TWENTY FEET AWAY, AND YOU MISSED HIM!

BUT HIS BODYGUARDS WERE SHOOTIN' AT US!

NO ALIBIS! I'LL SHOW YOU HOW YOU SHOULD HAVE DONE IT!

DON'T, THUMB! WE'LL DO BETTER NEXT TIME!

AT THAT INSTANT...

BAM! HUH? IF YOU GUYS WANT TO LIVE... GET HIM FOR ME!

IF HE'D ONLY STAY STILL FOR A MINUTE!

STOP THE CAR! THE KID IS THE ONE I REALLY WANT!

WITH TH' KID GONE, TH' BATMAN WILL GO CRAZY!

AS THE MACHINE GUN CHATTERS, THE SMALL FIGURE SHUDDERS, THEN DROPS SICKENINGLY!

GOT HIM! NOW THE BATMAN WILL KNOW I MEAN BUSINESS!

ID' FEEL BETTER IF YOU'D GOT TH' BATMAN, TOO!
LIKE A PLUNGING METEOR, THE BLACK-CLOTHED WARRIOR ATTACKS WHILE BULLETS STILL Plop INTO THE CRUMPLED FORM...

SO YOU'D MURDER CHILDREN... YOU RATS!

DIDN'T I SAY HE'D GO CRAZY?

YEAH... BUT IT DON'T LOOK SO GOOD!

HERE'S WHERE I THUMB A RIDE!

KILL HIM, YOU FOOLS!

HELP!

IF I'M CROWDING YOU, THIS WILL GIVE YOU MORE ROOM!

I'LL NEED A LOT OF SPACE FOR THIS NEXT OPERATION!

YOU'LL GET SPACE... SIX FEET DOWN!

THUMB'S DOWN!

HOW D'YA LIKE THEM APPLES?

Muh???
Before the stunned champ can recover, the Thumb and his hirelings have fled...

No chance of catching them... but I'll find their hideout if it takes a lifetime!

That shooting will bring the cops! Step on it!

Slowly, the Batman approaches the bullet-riddled figure on the sidewalk...

Killers who would deliberately murder a boy don't deserve the slightest consideration!

His muscular shoulders shake as he cradles the still form in his arms. But what's this? He's laughing!!

Towing this dummy behind me with a wire certainly fooled them! While they blasted at it, I had a chance to tackle them by surprise!

There is no laughter in the secret stronghold of the Thumb, however.

The Batman won't give us a minute's peace from now on! I'll never get this town under my thumb while he's alive!

Yeah—we gotta polish him off... but how?

We don't want another fight... he can move like lightning and hit like a thunderbolt!

Ya don't have to wise us up to what we already know!

I've got it! We'll have him pay us a social call!

Have ya gone batty?

Next morning...

Hmmm! A trap, of course... but it's my only chance to locate the Thumb before he carries out any more of his murderous schemes!

Meanwhile, at the Thumb's hideout, preparations are made to receive the distinguished visitor...

Th' Thumb's watchin' the back door, an' monk th' front... an' I'm up here in case he tries any aerial tricks... th' poor sap ain't got a chance!
A peddler at the kitchen door finds an unpromising prospect...

I'm the filler brush man!

No sale! Sweep yourself on your way!

You can't brush me off that simply!

Say... are you tired of living?

I insist on demonstrating the newest wrinkles in housecleaning!

Monk! Slasher! He's here!

Flinging aside his disguise, the Batman gir...
While you're starving by inches, remember this wouldn't have happened if you'd heeded my warning!

The last block is cemented in place, leaving the prisoner entombed in clammy darkness...

No weapons or tools except those brushes... I wonder...?

This one has wire bristles... in time I suppose they'd outlast rope fibers...

Then begins a slow, agonizing struggle...

Whew! If only my wrist doesn't wear out before the rope does...

At long last, the Batman frees himself from his bonds... only to find that the masonry wall resists his utmost strength!

No use... I can't budge it! Looks as if I'll die here... unless...

In a desperate last resort, he turns to his belt buckle radio.

I hate to call Robin after what happened yesterday, but more lives than mine depend on it... Batman calling Robin!

Robin! This is the Batman! I can explain everything, if you'll only answer this call!

So... they have Batman and Robin stories on the radio now! Well, I don't like excitement during business hours!

Now things will be more peaceful!

--- I'm in trouble in a basement. At... click!
FAR FROM THE SOUND OF THE PAWNED RADIO,
THE BATMAN’S LAST
HOPE TREADS A WEARY
TRAIL OF DISAPPOINTMENT.

NOBODY’LL HIRE
ME! IF I HAD THE
BATMAN’S RE-
COMMENDATION...
BUT HE DOESN’T
GIVE A HOOT ABOUT
ME!

GRIEF AND SEARING ANGER BOIL
WITHIN DICK’S BREAST AS HE
TRAILS THE THUGS, A SMALL BUT
DAUNTLESS AVENGER.....

DISILLUSIONED AS THE BOY IS, HIS PULSE
LEAPS AS HE OVERHEARS A FAMILIAR NAME.

HUUH? THEY’RE
TALKING ABOUT
HIM?

HAW, HAW! I GET A KICK
WHEN I THINK
HOW TH’ THUMB
FIXED TH’ BAT-
MAN!

HE WOULN’T
MAKE NO
MORE TROUBLE,
BURIED IN
THAT CELLAR!

OKAY... START
WORKIN’... THE
KITCHEN’S
THIS WAY...??

THE
BATMAN...
DEAD...

WITH HIM DEAD, WE’LL SQUEEZE
MILLIONS OUTA THIS TOWN!

I’M GLAD I
KEPT MY UNI-
FORM WITH ME.... NOW
THEY’LL
KNOW WHO’S
GETTING EVEN WITH
THEM!

NO THOUGHT OF PERSONAL
DANGER ENTERS THE LOYAL
MIND OF ROBIN AS HE
ENTERS UPON HIS HAZ-
ARDOUS ROLE....

THREE OF THEM--
ALL ARMED! BUT
IT DOESN’T MATTER
MUCH IF THEY DO
KILL ME, NOW
THAT HE’S
GONE....

THREE “WISE GUYS”
GET THE SCARE
OF THEIR
CROOKED LIVES....

HEY... I
KILLED
YOU
MYSELF!

IT’S A
GHOST!

I’M HERE TO
EVEN THINGS
UP FOR THE
BATMAN!

BUT BOYISH FURY IS HELPLESS AGAINST
THE OVERWHELMING STRENGTH OF
GROWN MEN... AND THE BATTLE
LASTS ONLY SECONDS....

YOU LITTLE
WILDCAT... YOU’VE FOUGHT
YOUR LAST FIGHT!

WHY DON’T
YOU FIGHT
FAIR?

HE’S GOT
A PUNCH
LIKE A
PILE-DRIVER!

YOU’VE Fought
YOUR Last FIGHT!

YOU LITTLE
WILDCAT--
YOU’VE FOUGHT
YOUR LAST
FIGHT!
IN THE CELLAR...

CHEEZ UP, KID. YOU'LL BE WITH HIM IN A SECOND!

SO THIS IS WHERE YOU BURIED HIM!

I BEEN CHISELIN' ALL MY LIFE... BUT NOT THIS WAY!

I'LL HAVE A HOLE BIG ENOUGH TO PUT THE KID THROUGH IN A JIFFY-AN' THIS TIME HE'LL STAY PUT!

HE'S COMIN' THROUGH! GET HIM, MONK!

I'M GETTIN' HIM!

YOU IDIOT! YOU'RE SHOOTING AT ME!

ABRUPTLY AN EXPLOSIVE FIST BLASTS THROUGH THE WALL...

BATMAN! YOU'RE ALIVE!

THIS IS THE END OF THE MONK!

THANKS, ROBIN! I DON'T KNOW WHAT I'D HAVE DONE IF...

GET THE THUMB! I CAN'T LOOK OUT FOR BOTH OF US!

THUMBS DOWN ON THE BATMAN!

THE WARDEN AT THE STATE PRISON IS GOING TO HAVE A SORE THUMB FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!

WITH THE PASSING OF PERIL, A MEMORY OF INJUSTICE RETURNS TO ROBIN...

IF IT HADN'T BEEN FOR YOU, ROBIN, I WOULDN'T BE WRAPPING THIS BUNDLE FOR THE BIG HOUSE!

WELL... YOU WON'T BE NEEDING ME ANY MORE...
GUESS I'LL MAKE A NUISANCE OF MYSELF SOMEWHERE ELSE!
WAIT—YOU KNOW I'D RATHER LOSE BOTH ARMS THAN YOU!
BUT YOU WANT TO WORK ALONE! REMEMBER?
DON'T BE AN IDIOT! READ THIS LETTER THE THUMB SENT TO COMMISSIONER GORDON...

AND THIS IS WHY YOU WANTED ME OUT OF THE WAY?

WE KNOW THE BATMAN CAN'T BE KILLED ALL THE TIME. BUT HE THINKS A LOT OF THAT BRAT ROBIN. TELL HIM TO STAY OUT OF IT. WE'LL BE MINE FOR THE KID AND THE RING!

BUT—but you had another kid working with you!
A dummy... I controlled with a wire... I knew you'd be safe if they thought they'd killed you!

THEN YOU WERE THINKING OF ME ALL THE TIME!
OF COURSE! BUT IF YOU'D KNOWN THE TRUTH, YOU'D HAVE INSISTED ON GETTING INTO THE SCRAP?

BRING ON YOUR TROUBLES, FOLKS! THERE'S NOTHING THE BATMAN AND I CAN'T TAKE CARE OF NOW THAT WE'RE TEAMED UP AGAIN!

IT WAS TOUGH, SMASHING YOUR PICTURE—but I picked it up and carried it with me...

GEE, BATMAN, I'M SO HAPPY, I'M GOING TO BAWL!

LOUDER, PARTNER!
I been pushing the old 999 1/2 up an' down these R.R. tracks for 75 years an' something just occurred to me...

Give.

I thought maybe I was due for a raise.

After seventy-five (75) years??

By all means, Mr. N... but you'll have to speak to our new efficiency expert... he handles the money now.

Dandy!

Er... Mr. Snithers... I thought I'd like to have a raise...

Sort of...

Let's have the pro and con.

Well... I been engineer on this pike for 3/4 of a century, and...

75 years behind the throttle, eh? Ever get a hunk of coal in your eye?

S-soob!

Oh, yes! 75 x 365 = 27,375.

Hmm, yes... 27,375 x 356... ah-h, yes!

Every day!

Snf...
NOW!...DURING YOUR EMPLOYMENT HERE, YOU'VE CAUGHT IN YOUR EYE AND CARRIED AWAY WITH YOU $14.92 WORTH OF COAL, BUT BECAUSE OF YOUR LONG AND FAITHFUL SERVICE WE WON'T CHARGE YOU FOR IT!

SUCCESS?

OH, WHAT A NICE MAN!

HEY, WILLIE!

LEMMIE BORROW YOUR CHEWING GUM, WILLIE...OLD BETSY HERE IS LEAKING STEAM AGAIN.

YOU CALLED, MR. CRIMP?

SHE'S A PRETTY OLD LOCO, ISN'T SHE?

OLD?...SHE MUSTA BEEN BUILT BEFORE RAILROADING WAS INVENTED...SHE'S THAT OLD!

I WOULDN'T BE SURPRISED IF THIS LOAD OF SCRAP METAL WERE TO BLOW UP ANY DAY!

THAT IS SERIOUS!

I HAVE SOME BAD NEWS, CHIEF....

GENTLY!

MR. CRIMP, OUR ENGINEER, SAYS THAT OLD BETSY IS IN SUCH SAD SHAPE SHE'S LIABLE TO EXPLODE ANY TIME NOW!

WELL, WHAT D'YOU EXPECT ME TO DO... GO OUT AND FIX IT??

ONO...BUT WHEN SHE BLOWS UP, CAN I HAVE THE WHEELS?...I WANTA MAKE A WAGON.

TOOT--TOOT!
Laffs

He's worried - somebody owes him money!

Please excuse Willy this afternoon
Mr. J. Jones

Willy's da is a sign painter!

How's crops this year?

Double Trouble for Batman and Robin!!

Two-Face! Modern Man of Mystery!
Is he one man or two? Is he good or is he evil—or does the answer lie in how you look at him? Solve the riddle for yourself in October Detective Comics—now on sale!
TIME AND AGAIN, ONE MAN HAS PLAYED THE SAME MUCKING PART ON THIS STAGE OF LIFE... THAT ARCH-FIEND OF LAUGHTER, THAT MASTER CLOWN... THE JOKER! NOW, THE CRIME CLOWN STEPS OUT OF HIS ROLE, DONS THE MASK OF TRAGEDY, AND STALKS BEFORE FOOLLIGHTS TO MAKE PEOPLE CRY!!! BUT THOSE TWIN SENTINELS OF THE LAW... BATMAN AND HIS YOUNG AIDE, ROBIN... EVER ALERT TO THE GRIM JESTER'S MADCAP PRANKS... TAKE THEIR CUE AND MAKE THEIR DYNAMIC ENTRANCE FROM THE WINGS IN TIME TO STEAL THE SHOW IN THIS.... "COMEDY OF TEARS!"
Early one morning, at the home of Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson.

Gosh, what a nightmare! I dreamed I was fighting the Joker!

Your dreams may soon come true, Dick! The Joker's loose again!

Prophetic words! For at that very moment the Grimes Jester is looting over the newest prank born of his twisted brain!

What does he mean?

Fools! They call me the Joker! But soon they shall see another side of me!

And in still another part of the city...

Looks like more work for Batman and Robin, if you ask me!

You were right, Bruce! But I wonder what he's up to?

Comedy is but the other face of tragedy.

Next day, little Johnny Blake leaves school with a happy grin...

Boy, oh boy! Three A's this month instead of three D's last time! Gee! Wait'll Dad sees this!

That same day, old Joe Brady is about to cash in on his first day's work in a year...

I got 100 people in the swanky uptown district to sign this petition to have the park commissioner removed, and his rival promised me five cents a name!

Boo-hoo! My dad'll give me a spanking! He'll think I'm afraid to show my report card to him!

My first success in making people cry! Ha! Ha!

He won't see it—because I'm taking it!
That means I've earned five dollars... Hey, what...

You look too happy! The Joker don't like that! I'll take that petition!

You sure know how to make 'em weep, Joker. Like you said you would.

It's an art, Bruiser! You've got to pick your audience!

A little later... Elsewhere...

I have the best of references, Mr. Van Gild! I can show you...

Tut, tut! If you want this job, let me see how well you can drive!

Ten minutes pass by and the car returns, pulling up smoothly at the curb...

You'll do! Now let me see your references, young man!

They're right here, in my wallet!

You mean they were! Toodle-oo!

Hey...

But I can't locate my former employers right away! They're not in town!

Sorry, but I must have references! How do I know you weren't in cahoots with that thief!

At Bruce Wayne's home that evening...

The Joker's made people cry, all right! But what for? And where do we come in?

There must be some reason behind it all! We've got to be ready when the Joker shows his hand!

Let's see... A kid's report card, a petition list, a chauffeur's reference papers...

Robin... I've got it! I see what he's after! Come on! We're going to see Commissioner Gordon!

Yes... there is a method behind the Joker's madness! Batman has guessed the secret of the crying baby crimes... have you??
AT THE CRIME CLOWN'S HIDEOUT, BRAVNY WENCHMEN ARE PUZZLED, TOO...

JOKER, THAT WAS SOME RISK, JUST TO MAKE GUYS CRY!

POOH! THAT'S WHAT I WANT PEOPLE TO THINK--TO COVER UP MY REAL Aim! I REALLY WANTED THAT REPORT CARD--IT HAS J.P. BLAKE'S SIGNATURE ON IT!

THIS PETITION HAS THE SIGNATURES OF WEALTHY, IMPORTANT MEN,... AND THE CHAUFFEUR'S REFERENCES ARE SIGNED BY OUR BEST CITIZENS! NOW DO YOU SEE?

I GET IT! WE'RE GOING TO FORGE CHECKS AND CASH IN, EH?

NO, NOTHING AS RISK... AS THAT! I HAVE OTHER PLANS! LISTEN...

LATER, AT COLOSSAL STUDIOS, WHERE A SELECTED GALA CROWD IS CELEBRATING THE FILMING OF THE FINAL SCENES OF A GREAT EPIC....

OKAY! J.P. BLAKE'S PASS IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME!

IT WORKED, JOKER! THAT FORGED PASS GOT US IN! GOOD THING THEY DIDN'T NOTICE THE TOMMY GUNS UNDER OUR COATS!

LET'S GET DOWN TO BUSINESS:

FIRST, RAID THE DRESSING ROOMS OF THE STARS. THEN MEET ME ON THE LOT!

MEANWHILE, BACK AT POLICE HEADQUARTERS....

THE JOKER PULLED THOSE JOBS TO OBTAIN SIGNATURES, I TELL YOU!

WHAT CAN WE DO...

A SUDDEN INTERRUPTION...

CHIEF, THE JOKER'S HOLDING UP THE COLOSSAL STUDIOS' CROWD! A GUARD MANAGED TO PHONE US!

SEE HOW IT FITS IN? LITTLE JOHNNY BLAKE'S FATHER IS VICE-PRESIDENT OF COLOSSAL! THEY FORGED HIS SIGNATURE.

WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR?
ON A LAVISH MOVIE SET, THE KING OF KNAVES IS DIRECTING HIS OWN CUNNING SCENE!

STEP RIGHT UP, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! DON'T BE BASHFUL! DROP ALL YOUR VALUABLES IN THE BAG, PLEASE! MY MEN IN THE LIFEBOATS HAVE YOU COVERED!

HURRY IT UP... WE AIN'T GOT ALL DAY!

ABRUPTLY LIKE A HUMAN PENDULUM, A SMALL CLOAKED FIGURE FLASHS DOWN FROM ABOVE!

TSK, TSK! WHAT BAD ACTING!

YOU MEDELSONE BRAT! I'LL SHOOT YOU, AND I DON'T MEAN WITH A CAMERA!

BUT THE HARLEQUIN OF HATE RECKONS WITHOUT HIS ARCH-NEMESIS!

YOUR DIRECTION IS POOR, JOKER! AND I MEAN THAT BOTH WAYS!

YOU COULD STAND MORE PUNCH IN YOUR SCENES TOO!
AND ROBIN! HE’S BUSY "STEALING" A SCENE IN AN EXPLOSIVE DRAMA AS REAL AS LIFE!

WHAT A LOVELY SET OF TEETH... YOU HAD....
YOU BRAT... I'LL FEED YOU LEAD....

WHAT WERE YOU SAYING...? I COULDN'T HEAR YOU!

WOW! WAIT 'TILL MY KID SEES THESE SHOTS OF THE BOY WONDER IN ACTION AGAINST THE JOKER'S MEN!

UP THE WINDING STEPS OF A MAN-MADE CLIFF USED FOR MOVIE ACTION SCENES RACE CRIME FIGHTER AND CRIMINAL.

HA! HERE'S WHERE I PUT ONE OVER ON THE BATMAN!

AT THE TOP...
ALL RIGHT, BATMAN. COME AND GET ME!

COMING, JOKER.
PLUNGING FORWARD TOO SWIFTLY TO STOP HIMSELF, THE BATMAN TRIPS OVER THE SUDDENLY-CROUCHED FORM OF HIS ADVERSARY!

CRACK!

HA! HA! HASTE MAKES WASTE! MY FRIEND! NOW THE JOKER IS ON TOP!

ACTING WITH LIGHTNING SPEED, THE CRIME CLOWN DELIVERS AN ULTIMATUM!

ROBIN, I'LL TRADE YOU... THE BATMAN'S LIFE FOR THOSE JEWELS! WELL?... THINK FAST! WHAT IS IT TO BE?

GOSH, I'M IN A A SPOT! IF HE CUTS THAT ROPE, THE BATMAN WILL BE KILLED! WHAT'LL I DO??

JOKER... YOU WIN THIS TRICK!

ABRUPTLY, THE BATMAN'S STRONG VOICE REECHOES THRU THE DEATHLY SILENCE....

STOP!! ROBIN, THOSE ARE NOT OUR JEWELS TO BARGAIN WITH!

QUIET, FOOL, OR....

WITHOUT A WORD, THE BAT-CAPED FIGURE LUNGES FORWARD... NOT AT THE JOKER... BUT INTO THE EMPTY SPACE OF THE YAWNING CHASM!

AND AS THE JOKER LEAPS AWAY... AN ANXIOUS BOY RACES TO THE RAVINE WITH A FEAR-STRANGLING HEART....

IS THIS THE END OF THE BATMAN? HAS A FOOLHARDY COURAGE WRITTEN FINIS TO THE CAREER OF CRIME'S GREATEST FOE???

THE STUPID IDEALIST! GIVING UP HIS OWN WARM LIFE TO SAVE SOME COLD JEWELS! SOMEHOW I FEEL CHEATED BECAUSE HE WENT THAT WAY!

HE'S DEAD! I KNOW IT! OH, WHY DID HE DO IT? WHY?
A STRANGE SIGHT GREETED ROBIN'S EYES!

I CAUGHT A GLIMPSE OF THIS SAFETY NET THEY OFTEN USE ON SETS IN CASE OF ACCIDENTS! GUESS I FOOL THE JOKER, EH?

WHOA! YOU HAD ME FOOL, TOO!

BUT WE'VE GOT TO GET AFTER HIM!

HE'S GONE BY NOW, AND SO ARE HIS MEN! BUT LOOK AT WHAT ONE OF THOSE MUGGS DROPPED!

PRETTY BOY DUGAN WHO WILL BE ELECTROCUTED TONIGHT BLESS THE GOVERNOR ONES HIM A LAST MINUTE REPRINT!

HMM! THE JOKER MUST BE PLANNING SOME DIRTY WORK AT THE PRISON! ROBIN, THIS LOOKS LIKE OUR BUSY NIGHT!

LATER... A POWERFUL OFFICIALSEDAN, FILLED WITH STATE TROOPERS, SCREACHERS TO A HALT BEHIND THE GRIM WALLS OF STATE PRISON!

I MUST SPEAK TO THE WARDEN IMMEDIATELY! I'M FROM THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE!

I'LL GET HIM RIGHT AWAY, CAPTAIN!

MOMENTS LATER...

THE GOVERNOR HAS REPEALED DUGAN AND WANTS US TO BRING HIM TO HIS OFFICE AT ONCE FOR AN INTERVIEW! HERE ARE HIS ORDERS!

VERY WELL, I'LL PLACE HIM IN YOUR CUSTODY, CAPTAIN!

THE CONDEMNED KILLER SNATCHED FROM THE JAWS OF LEGAL DEATH, THE SEDAN ROARS AWAY!

WAIT'LL THEY LEARN WE FAKE THE GOVERNOR'S SIGNATURE! HA! HA!

IT'LL BE A PLEASURE TO PAY YOU THE $10,000 MY LAWYER PROMISED, JOKER! I'D HAVE BEEN A GONER!

THE GRIM JESTER AND HIS MEN CHANGE BACK TO THEIR CIVILIAN CLOTHES!

HEY, JOKER, LOOK--THE BATMOBILE!

WHAT THE BATMAN ALIVE! STEP ON IT, BRUISER!
Steel Hands Guide the Supercharged Batmobile as It Thunder in the Wake of the Harried Crime Clown!

We've got to stop them, Robin! That pretty-boy Douglas is a cold-blooded killer!

Let me get my hands on him! He won't go far!

Hot on their heels, the dynamic team chases the fugitives to an exclusive beach club!

First down, four to go!

Nice tackle, kid!

Hurricane fury packed in four fists scatters the Joker's minions! Like leaves before the storm!

That's not as bad as the hot seat you're going to get!

Let's make short work of these lugs, Robin!

Cut onto the hard-packed sands races the Grim Jester...

Sand sailboats! I've chased that madman in almost every kind of vehicle, but this is a new one!
1. Rocketing along over moonswept sand-dunes at a mile-a-minute cup, lawman pursues outlaw in a race that must be won!

I'm gaining, but I can't catch him unless...

2. Muscles coiled like steel springs, the Batman crouches... and hurtles forward in a daring leap!

3. Batman aboard, Joker?

Hello...

4. And the two arch-enemies of the century lock in perilous combat...

5. But the crime-crusher's fingers stab out like a striking cobra's fangs, grip rope reprieve...

...and goodbye!

Can't get rid of me so easily, Joker? I'm coming at you!

6. As the unguided sailboat bolts away like a runaway meteor...

And two figures catapult skyward into the raging sea!
SECONDS TICK BY, AND THEN A HEAD EMERGES FROM THE CHOPPY, WHITE-CAPPED WATERS... THE BATMANS/

WHHEW! THAT WAS A CLOSE SHAVE! LOOKS LIKE THE JOKER DIDN'T COME UP FOR AIR!

HAS THE MASTER OF MOCKERY FINALLY PLUNGED TO HIS DOOM ON THE JAGGED ROCKS BENEATH THE WAVES? ONLY TIME CAN TELL!

THE NEXT WEEK, THOUGH, THE FATE OF THE JOKER IS EXPLOSIVELY REVEALED!

THE JOKER GOT AWAY! HE JUST PULLED SOME NEW JOBS, GETTING INTO RICH HOMES BY FORGING SERVANTS' REFERENCES!

I WAS AFRAID OF THAT! CAN'T EVEN RELAX!

HOW ARE WE GOING TO GO AFTER HIM NOW? WE DON'T KNOW WHAT HE'S GOING TO DO NEXT IN THIS COMEDY OF TEARS!

THEN WE'LL HAVE TO OFFER HIM SOME BAIT! I HAVE AN IDEA!

THAT EVENING, THE NEWSPAPERS...

AND THE FOLLOWING DAY, A DISGUISED ROBIN ROVES TOWN PURSUING HIS NEW HOBBY, AUTOGRAPH-HUNTING...

GEE, THANKS! JOE DIMAGGIO! HOT DOG!

CHAMPION AUTOGRAPH HUNTER TOMORROW WILL BE AN ACTIVE DAY FOR YOUNG

AT THE DOOR OF A FAMOUS RESTAURANT...

JERRY SIEGEL, THE CREATOR OF SUPERMAN, I ALWAYS WANTED HIS AUTOGRAPH!

AND AT A DEPARTMENT STORE BOOK COUNTER...

WILL YOU SIGN MY AUTOGRAPH BOOK, MR. BIGBY, PLEASE?

CERTAINLY, SON!

I'LL TAKE THAT!

OUTSIDE, AMID THE JOSTLING CROWDS, A HAND SNAKES OUT AND...

HEYYYY- WHATCHA DOING?

IT WORKED! THE FISH BIT, ALL RIGHT! THERE'S ONLY ONE SIGNATURE IN THAT BOOK THE JOKER CAN REALLY USE--THE OWNERS OF OTHERS ARE ALL GOING OUT OF TOWN!
THAT NIGHT, AT THE HOTEL CLAIR...

MR. BIGBY ASKED ME TO GET THE KEY TO HIS PRIVATE SAFE THAT HE LEFT WITH YOU! HERE'S HIS NOTE!

Hmm... okay! It's in our vault! I'll get it in a minute!

UPSTAIRS, AT ARTEMUS BIGBY'S SUITE...

DON'T BE ALARMED, MR. BIGBY. I JUST WANT TO TELL YOU... COLLECT YOUR RARE BUTTERFLY COLLECTION! I'M SURE I CAN SELL IT FOR $100,000, DON'T YOU?

WHAT'S THE MEANING OF THIS? ROBBERS!

HA! THE KEY FITS AND...

AND SO DOES MY FIST!

BATHAN! IT'S A TRAP!

AUTOGRAPH COLLECTORS, HUH? HERE'S MY SIGNATURE, CHUM!

AND HERE'S WHERE YOU SIGN OFF!

DEAR ME! THIS IS MORE EXCITING THAN BUTTERFLY COLLECTING!

BLAST YOU, BATMAN!

NOT LEAVING US YET, ARE YOU, JOKER?

H-HEY-???

CHLOROFORM
His cronies snared and chloroformed by the meek butterfly collector, the cornered clown fights on alone!

Hee, hee...

Ha! Ha! Nice going, Bigby...

Ha! Ha! The Joker still has an ace in the hole!

Look out, Robin!

Stop, or I'll plunge these scissors into Robin's head!

Once again the Joker bargains... this time Robin's fate in the balance!

My men are captured, my plans broken up. But I'm going to get something out of this. I want my freedom and $100,000 from Bigby, or else...

I agree, Joker! I give you my word. Bigby will give you $100,000 for Robin's release!

Your word's good enough for me, Batman!

Why should I give him $100,000, even if you promised it?

Why should I break my word? I can't pay him! Listen...

Soon the bargain is sealed...

Here's your money, Joker... inside this envelope!

Thanks. I knew you'd keep your word!

Later, in a new hideout, the brazen buffoon of crime opens the envelope and sees...

Oh, oh! Idiot that I am! The Batman kept his word... but he had Bigby pay me by certified check! But I can't cash it! It's made out to the Joker... and if I walked into a bank, I'd be nabbed!

Oh, oh! Poetic justice. Robin and I realized the truth! I'd like to see the Joker's face when he realizes he wanted to make others cry... it's his turn now!

The Batman and Robin have the last laugh!

The end...
We’ve Pepped ‘Em Up........

Editors -- Writers -- Artists.... We all got together and traded ideas... We studied hundreds of letters from you readers -- and we loaded these two magazines with Dynamite! -- Just the sort of Super Features you go for in a big way!

In MORE FUN:
Green Arrow
Johnny Quick
Aquaman
Dr. Fate
Spectre
Radio Squad

In ADVENTURE:
Sandman
Genius Jones
Starman
Manhunter
Shining Knight
Hourman
I'll hurry on account of Pop is still mad at me on account of those windows in Tinkham's Green House!!

I'm doin' this because Mom said always to be nice to poor folks and you're poorer than anyone I know!!

Don't cry, small fry, but that's no way to paste up a kite — I'll letcha have some paper outa this bundle!!

It's clean enough inside — wonder if Pop would be willing to wear it inside-out for just one night?
WHAT'S A STONE? JUST A BIT OF COLD ROCK, EMOTIONLESS? DEAD, UNEXCITING? THAT'S WHAT YOU THINK. WE'LL TELL YOU OF A STONE—OF MANY STORIES OF STONES THAT EXPRESSED HATE, ENVY, ENSLAVEMENT. THEY SOUNDED EMOTIONLESS—but they were not. NEW LIFE NARROW ESCAPES FROM IMPOSSIBLE DOOM. CERTAINLY these are not dead stones. AND AGAIN IN THIS TALE ARE STONES THAT BROUGHT ON DANGER, PERIL, ACTION, A TENSE MANHUNT. DOES THAT SEEM UNEXCITING TO YOU? THEN READ ON, LEARN HOW PATE CAST THE FIRST STONE THAT DECIDED A MAN'S LIFE AND BROUGHT ABOUT... "THE STORY OF THE SEVENTEEN STONES!!"

THE GOTHAM CITY PRISON YARD....

ROCKY CRIMES'S TWENTY YEARS OF STRETCH IS UP TOMORROW! YEAH—THE GUY IS AS CRACKED AS THEM STONES HE HAMMERS! IMAGINE HIM PUTTIN' ON AN INNOCENCE ACT ALL THE TIME!
The next day Rocky gets his release!

Warden, you still don't believe my story that I'm not Rocky Grimes, the gangster!

I've heard you say that for twenty years now! I know you're Rocky! FINGERPRINTS DON'T LIE! You've served your time. Forget the yarn!

So a bewildered man walks from behind stone prison walls to the stone pavements of Gotham City!

Free!... But who am I? I have the fingerprints of a criminal... but I don't remember ever being one! I don't remember anything of my youth!

Abruptly, a car tire passes over the end of a loose cobblestone... and flips it straight at the man's temple!

Uh!

Later... when the black curtain of unconsciousness lifts...

Oh... my head!... Lefty Slade... He slashed me... What happened to my hair?... An' my face wrinkled... old!

My head... so dizzy... but I remember now... remember me and my mob... we were holding up a bank... I shot a guard...

In his mind's eye, the man goes back... back to a holdup of twenty years ago!!

Here's a present from Rocky Grimes, SAP!

Coppers! C'mon!

Later... in the hideout...

Chump! You had a get smart any blab your name!

Now every cop in the country will be after you!

You mean after us! We're all in this together. Squeal on me and I'll squeal on you guys!

Too late, Rocky tries to duck... as a hurled stone hits his temple!

You double-crossing rat!
ROCKY'S RIGHT! WE'RE ACCESSORIES BEFORE THE FACT IN THAT GUARD KILLIN' THING MEANS WE'RE ALL LIABLE TO GO TO THE CHAIR!

WHY SHOULD WE BURN FOR SOMETHING ROCKY DID?

MY HEAD!... Uh!... WHERE AM I?... WHO ARE YOU?

WE'RE THE GUYS WHO AIN'T GONNA TAKE THE RAP FOR YOU! YOU WALK THAT LAST MILE BY YOURSELF!

RAP? LAST MILE? DON'T UNDERSTAND? Mind's a blank! Don't even know my name... can't remember anything!

STALLIN', Eh?...

AND SO THIS MAN WITH A PERPLEXED, VAGUE MIND IS BROUGHT TO THE LAW!

YOU SAY I'M ROCKY GRIMES... A GANGSTER, BUT IT CAN'T BE... I WOULD REMEMBER BEING ONE... BUT I CAN'T, I CAN'T!

AMNESIA? I HEARD OF THAT! MAKES A GUY FORGET EVERYTHING ABOUT THE PAST!

HEY! IF ROCKY CAN'T REMEMBER US, WE'VE GOT NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT! ALL WE DO IS DUMP HIM AT A POLICE STATION AND LET HIM TAKE THE RAP!

THAT'S THE MAN WHO SHOT MY FRIEND!

AND THESE FINGERPRINTS CLINCH IT! YOU'RE ROCKY GRIMES!

AND HERE... HERE IS ROCKY GRIMES TODAY... THE MAN WHO REMEMBERED TWENTY YEARS LATER!

YEAH... INSTEAD OF THE CHAIR, I GOT TWENTY YEARS... TWENTY YEARS OF LIFE GONE WHILE MY 'PALS' WE'RE SITTING PRETTY!

IT TOOK A STONE TO TAKE MY MEMORY AWAY FROM ME... AND ANOTHER STONE TO BRING IT BACK! STONES... TWENTY YEARS POUNDING STONES!

STONES... ALWAYS A STONE? IT'S LIKE A SYMBOL THAT'S WHAT IT IS! THAT'S HOW I'LL GET BACK AT MY 'PALS' WITH STONES... STONES!
ROCKY BEGINS A CAMPAIGN OF VENGEANCE BY TRACKING DOWN HIS ONE-TIME MOB --- AND A WEEK LATER....

FIRST ON THE LIST IS LEFTY SLADE! HE'S A BIG-TIME CROOK NOW! A CROOK WOULD LIKE A KEY INTO PLACES - SO HE GETS A KEYSTONE! HAHA! THAT'S GOOD! A KEYSTONE!

NEXT DAY, AN OLDER, MORE EVIL, LEFTY SLADE WAITS UNDER AN OLD-FASHIONED TENEMENT ARCHWAY!

WONDER WHO CALLED ME AND TOLD ME TO WAIT HERE FOR A TIP ABOUT AN EASY JOB?


HIGH ABOVE, A WIRE JERKS HARD AT THE ALREADY WEAKENED KEYSTONE AND... CRUSHING DOOM!

THAT NIGHT... AN EVIL LAUGH TWISTS ROCKY'S LIPS!

NEXT IS "FIN" CONZY! HE'S A LOAN SHARK NOW! PEOPLE ARE ALWAYS ON HIS HEAD FOR A TOUCH! I'LL GIVE HIM A TOUCH, TOO... A TOUCHSTONE!

I FINALLY REMEMBERED

I'D LIKE TO HAVE A FEW BUCKS ON THAT OLD WATCH!

SUDDENLY ROCKY SHUCKS HIS DISGUISE, SEEES THE TOUCHSTONE...

KNOW WHO I AM? ROCKY, YOUR OLD PAL, ROCKY!... AND BROTHER, WHEN I GET THROUGH TOUCHING YOU, YOU'LL HAVE TO PAY... WITH YOUR LIFE!

THE FOLLOWING DAY --- A DISGUISED ROCKY VISITS "FIN" CONZY, THE LOAN SHARK.

I'LL HAVE TO TEST IT! THIS IS BASANITE --- WHAT WE CALL A TOUCHSTONE! THE MARK IT LEAVES ON YOUR WATCH WILL TELL ME WHETHER IT'S PURE GOLD OR NOT!

2 FINALLY REMEMBERED
The next day... the home of Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson... in reality that crime-busting team of world fame, Batman and Robin!!

Without warning, the cable holding the huge cornerstone goes slack!

The cornerstone that is to serve as the first step in building the new orphanage!

There's the cornerstone!

Hello, Mason!

Hello, Mason!

The cornerstone!

Crash!

Oh, man! That was close!

Mason! Look out!

He's trying to escape! C'mon, Robin... we're working on that case now!

I finally remember... the stone murders! The man working the crane tried to kill Mason!!
WOAH! THAT GUY ISN'T FOOLING!

WHINING SLUGS SING PAST AS BATMAN AND ROBIN TRACK THEIR QUARRY TO THE WATERFRONT!

COME ANY CLOSER AND I'LL BLOW AIR HOLES THROUGH YA!

WHEELING SHARPLY, ROCKY OVERTURNS A BARREL OF OIL THAT SPILLS TO THE WATER...

...AND LEAPS TO AN IDLING SPEED BOAT, WITH BATMAN AND ROBIN FOLLOWING SUIT!

STILL COMIN', EH?

OKAY, CHUMPS! YOU ASKED FOR IT!

AND THE OILY WATERS EXPLODE INTO ROARING FLAME, TRAPPING BATMAN AND ROBIN IN A FIELD OF FIRE!

WHOOSH

GRINNING EVILLY, ROCKY FLIPS A LIGHTED MATCH AT THE OIL FILMING THE WATER BEHIND HIM....

WE'VE GOT ONLY ONE CHANCE! TAKE A DEEP BREATH, ROBIN....

BATMAN! WHAT'LL WE DO?

AND DIVE!
PRESENTLY TWO HEADS POKED UP INTO FRESH AIR...BEYOND THE BLAZING OIL!

AH!...FRESH AIR!...UM...UM...SEE ANYTHING OF THE BABY WE WERE CHASING?
NOT A SIGN! HE SURE PULLED A FAST ONE ON US!

THAT NIGHT...IN HIS ROOM, ROCKY PONDEARS...

A CORNERSTONE FOR AN ARCHITECT! WOULD’VE WORKED, TOO, IF NOT FOR THE BATMAN! HE’S ONE SMART GUY...SMART ENOUGH TO PUT THINGS TOGETHER! HAMMM!

AND AT THAT MOMENT, BATMAN BEARS OUT ROCKY’S THOUGHTS!

ROBIN. THERE’S ONE LINK THAT TIES THIS CASE TOGETHER! STONES/STONES NEARLY KILLED ONE MAN—CAUSED THE DEATH OF TWO OTHER CRIMINALS!

THEN LET’S LOOK UP THE RECORDS OF THOSE CRIMINALS, FIND OUT WHAT THESE MEN HAD IN COMMON AND PRESTO! WE’LL HAVE OUR MURDERER!

LATER...POLICE HEADQUARTERS—

HELLO, GORDON! SAY, IS SOMETHING WRONG?
PLENTY! SOME MASKED MAN WALKED IN HERE, THREATENED US WITH A TOMMY GUN, TOOK SOME CARDS FROM THE CRIMINAL FILE AND BURNED THEM!

THERE’S THE REMAINS OF THE CARDS!

GODON, I’VE A HUNCH ABOUT THAT MASKED MAN! I’M GOING TO USE YOUR LABORATORY AND FIND OUT WHAT WAS ON THOSE CARDS!

BUT...BUT THOSE CARDS ARE BURNED...CHARRED! IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO READ WHAT WAS ON THEM!

THAT’S WHAT YOU THINK! STICK AROUND AND KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN! YOU’RE GOING TO LEARN SOMETHING!

FIRST WE PLACE THE CHARRED CARDS ON A FLAT PLATE OF GLASS...AND OVER THIS WE PLACE A GLASS DOME WITH A SMALL OPENING AT THE TOP...
THEN WE TAKE A
NEWLY DISCOVERED CHEM-
ICAL AND SPRAY IT
INSIDE THE
GLASS DOME!

NOW WE WAIT
AND ALLOW THE
RED SPRAY TO
PERMEATE THE
CHARRED CARDS
INSIDE!

NEXT WE PHOTOGRAPH
THE PAPER USING INFRA-
RED FILM PLATES... AND THEN DEVELOP
IT!

FINISHED! THE DEVELOPED PLATE SHOWS THE CARDS THEMSELVES
COME OUT BLACK... WHILE
THE INK COMES OUT WHITE...
THAT'S BECAUSE THE INK DID
NOT ABSORB THE
CHEMICAL AS
THE PAPER DID!

I'M GLAD I SAW
THIS WITH MY OWN
EYES! I NEVER
REALIZED IT WAS
POSSIBLE TO DO
WHAT YOU DID!

YES, ROBIN,
AND IT'S TIME
CRIMINALS
REALIZED
THAT CRIME
WILL OUT WHEN
THEY START
BUCKING THE
SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
PITTIED AGAINST
THEM!

AFTER EXAMINING THE DATA
ON THE CARDS——

SO SLADE,
DANNY,
MASON AND
TWO OTHERS
NAMED BRENNER
AND PARKS
BELONGED TO
A ROCKY GRUMES NOB
TWENTY YEARS AGO!

YES, AND I'M SURE
THEY WERE THE
ONES WHO DUMPED
ROCKY AT THE
JAIL.... ROCKY
MUST BE OUT
FOR REVENGE...
AND OUT TO
GET THE
TWO OTHERS!

ACCORDING TO THIS
FILE, PARKS WENT
OUT WEST TO OPERATE
A CONCESSION IN THE
PETRIFIED FOREST... BRENNER WENT
STRAIGHT, TOO,
AND BECAME A
DIAMOND-CUTTER!

THEN BRENNER'S
THE MAN WHO
IS TO CUT THE
FAMOUS ONCERS
DIAMOND TONIGHT
AT THE HOUSE
OF JEWELS
EXHIBIT IN TOWN!

ROCKY'S SURE TO
TRY TO GET
BRENNER FIRST!
LET'S GO!

GOLLY!
WE'VE NO
TIME TO
LOSE NOW!
"No time to lose" is correct... for only an hour before.

Here's your heliotrope, sir... just as you ordered it yesterday! But I'm curious to know why you had me cut the jewel into the shape of a bullet!

Oh, it's just a gag I'm playing on a friend!

Later, at his home, Rocky scratches the semi-precious diamond with an engraver's tool...!

Haa! Ha! Mustn't forget to write "I finally remembered on it!

So Brenner's a diamond-cutter, eh? A diamond is a stone... I'll get him with a stone that will spill his blood... This heliotrope... or, as it is commonly called... the bloodstone!

The house of jewels exhibits... lynx-eyed guards watch the awed-struck spectators viewing the greatest collection of gems to be gathered under one roof!

But the great event comes when the fabulous onkiers diamond, weighing 700 carats, is about to be cleaved! A hush blankets the audience!

...and if the diamond is not cleanly split, it may lose most of its original value... So let's have absolute silence, please! This is a ticklish job!

As Brenner's hand raises, poised for the stroke that means the life or death of a diamond, another hand is raised, poised for the stroke that means life or death... for Brenner!

Okay, pal... it's the bloodstone for you!

Oooh... how lovely! A rainbow of jewels!

And at the end of the rainbow is a pot of gold... golden topazes!

Look! A miniature Taj Mahal! And the walls inside are inlaid with precious gems!
ABRUPTLY, A COLORFUL FIGURE SLIPS DOWN THE SHIMMERING LENGTH OF THE RAINBOW—
ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER!

THE END OF THE RAINBOW ... AND YOU, CHUM!

ALL RIGHT, MEN! SHOOT HIM DOWN!

I'LL BUST YOUR HEAD FOR YOU, BRAT!

HOJLD YOUR FIRE! YOU MIGHT HIT SOMEONE IN THE CROWD! I'LL TAKE CARE OF THAT KILLER!

LIKE COLOSSAL TITANS, THE TWO BATTLE HIGH OVER THE MINIATURE TAJ MAHAL!

I LOOKED INTO MY MAGIC CRYSTAL BALL!

SUDDENLY, ROCKY SNATCHES UP A SCIMITAR AND FLINGS IT LIKE A DEATH'S SCYTHE!

MAyBE THIS'LL STOP YOUR SNOOPING!

BUT BATMAN DROPS ... AND THE BLADE BITES DEEP INTO WIRES SUPPORTING A "FRUIT" BOWL OF OEMS!
A waterfall of precious stones cascades down on the stampeding audience!

NEVER MIND CRIMES! STOP THOSE PEOPLE! THERE'S A FORTUNE IN GEMS ON THE FLOOR!

OH, BOY! SOUVENIRS!

HA! HA! PRECIOUS STONES... THEY'RE HELPING ME MAKE A GETAWAY!

WHEE!

BUT... HOT ON ROCKY'S TWISTING TRAIL ARE TWO HUMAN BLOODHOUNDS...

THERE HE GOES!

AND SOON THE CHASE ENDS... AT AN ABANDONED OLD STONE QUARRY!

HE RUN INSIDE THAT SHACK! HE'S LOCKING THE DOOR!

THEN WE'LL SMASH THE DOOR IN! C'MON!

TWO SLAMMING BODIES TEAR THROUGH THE DOOR... TO CRASH HEAVILY AGAINST A CLEVERLY PLACED UPRIGHT SLAB OF STONE!

HA! HA! I PLANTED THAT STONE SO SOME DAY IT WOULD STOP SOMEBODY IN A HURRY TO GET AT ME!

OH!

NOW THAT I'VE LASHED THIS STONE TO YOUR WAIST, YOU'RE ALL SET! HA! HA!

WORKING SWIFTLY, ROCKY BINDS ROBIN, LEAVING HIS FEET FREE!

INSIDE THE SHACK, BATMAN AWAKENS TO FIND ROCKY SETTING FIRE TO MOUNDS OF SULPHUR!

THAT STONE WON'T CARRY YOU TO THE BOTTOM... SO YOU'LL TRY TO KEEP ALIVE BY TREADING WATER... BUT SOMETIME SOON YOU'RE GOING TO GET TIRED! HA! HA! GET THE IDEA? HA! HA!

I GET IT! I'M TO DIE BY BREATHING THE SULPHUR FUMES!

YEAH, PAL! AND YOU KNOW WHAT THEY CALL BURNING SULPHUR? BRIMSTONE! I'M TAKING CARE OF YOU AND THE KID BOTH WITH STONES! HA! HA! SO LONG, CHUMP!

THEN DOWN INTO THE WATER- FLOODED QUARRY, ROCKY HURLS ROBIN'S WEIGHTED BODY!
(Cough-Cough) Stuff's getting thick! (Cough-Cough) Got to think! (Cough). That old grindstone once used to sharpen tools... maybe...

Straining his legs, Batman hooks a foot on the grindstone's base and drags it near... inch by inch... until...

That's it! (Cough-Cough) Everything looks blurred... getting weak... (Cough-Cough) Got to work fast to save myself and Robin...

Can't keep this up much longer (Pant-Pant) Wonder what's happened to Batman? (Pant-Pant)

Meanwhile... Robin's churning legs keep him from drowning death... but the plucky lad is growing weak.

Suddenly a hissing rope coils about the lad's middle!

Batman!

Robin! My arms are too numb from being bound to lift you all the way... I'm going to try something...

Lashing the free end of the rope about a heavy boulder, Batman pushes it over the edge!

The heavy stone drops and Robin's lighter body is jerked out of the water to ascend to safety!

A moment later...

That was fast thinking! It took a stone to save me from drowning by another stone! What next?

Wow! elevator... going up!

Next we go to the petrified forest! No doubt Rocky's gone there to get parks, the last of his old mob! C'mon Robin... we're traveling!
The petrified forest... where fallen trees have been petrified... by nature... turned to stone!

In his concession, Parks has a snarling visitor...

A sudden, surprising leap carries Rocky through an open window and into the forest itself!

C'mon, Robin! I want to wind up this case!

It's about time.

Suddenly, the skies darken... and down pours that phenomenon of nature... hailstones!

And so, in this weird forest of stone as hailstones pelt down, Batman locks, in a life and death struggle with Rock's grimes.

Ha-tha! One hurt now... this is where you get yours.

But as eager Rocky charges, he slides and slips on the hailstones underfoot... and...

Yaaaa-aa!

Once again, stones-hailstones... have decided Rocky's fate!

And so, as it must to all men, death comes to Rocky grimes... he lived by stones... and died by stones...

--- and finally ended up beneath one... a tombstone!
SACRIFICE
by Eric Carter

IN THE tiny apartment, the short, thin man puffed nervously on his cigar. Before him on the table was a pot of black coffee and a portable typewriter. A sheaf of white paper was placed neatly alongside the typewriter. Deep in thought, the man studied a clean sheet of paper protruding from the machine. He was thinking about Little Aussie and how he was going to get it.

* * *

The man was a reporter, a star reporter, and he had made quite a name for himself covering crime news. There wasn't much that went on over the other side of the law that he didn't know about. He would have made a wonderful detective.

But detectives could never have had his contacts. Criminals, as a rule, fight shy of the law. The third degree was made for them, and they knew it.

Yellow, a hardened criminal frequently has to have the truth beaten out of him before he'll talk. But, paradoxically, the underworld has formed an attachment for the gentlemen of the press. That's why information that sometimes the police can't get turns up in the newspapers. A gangster liked a reporter and gave him a tip.

* * *

Such a tip had come Lane Thomas' way. A minor underworld character had brought it in only a few hours ago. A newspaperman, he knew, would be glad to get and even pay for, anything on Little Aussie.

Oh, you remember Little Aussie now? He was the mobster who waxed rich during Prohibition and then suddenly faded from sight. Even his mob didn't know what had happened to him, although they knew he was alive. Their share of the proceeds had been sent to them. In cold cash.

But that hadn't pleased Marco Evans, Little Aussie's former lieutenant. He had sworn that somehow, someday, he'd get Little Aussie. And he was the kind of mobster who'd keep his promise when the time arrived.

* * *

Which it had. Now. The stool pigeon had brought the news to Lane Thomas, who had just authorized a big bonus for it. Little Aussie had been found—he was in town attending a Merchants' Convention.

"No wonder the mob could never find him," the stoolie had marveled. "He's gone and went some place in the wheat section. Think of it!"

* * *

Lane Thomas was thinking of it now. He had always been of the opinion that when a man wanted to go straight, he should be given a chance. He had known all along the whereabouts of Little Aussie, watched anxiously as the man rehabilitated himself, first buying a small store and then branching out. He had even seen Little Aussie send in back income taxes. As a matter of fact, when you got down to it, Little Aussie was trying pretty hard to pay his debt to society.

* * *

Yes, Little Aussie had put new wine into a new bottle. Maybe Mary had something to do with it, too. She had been teaching school when Little Aussie met her. And now she was the mother of two charming children and the town respected her as the wife of one of its most prominent citizens.

Lane Thomas put down the coffee he had been sipping, and made a wry face. Funny, but Little Aussie had become just the sort of man Lane Thomas had once wanted to be. Small-town, with everything honorable that connotes. It couldn't be now, though. Not with what the Doc had told him last week.

* * *

Lane Thomas shook his head, as though to drive out a thought. Arizona wouldn't help; his lungs were far too gone for that. A man doesn't spend years in smoke-infested dives, out in all kinds of weather, neglect to take care of himself, and hope to be healthy. They just don't come that way.

Lately, he had been feeling even more tired.

* * *

And now this had had to happen, one of the biggest stories of his career. He had the inside track on a murder about to happen, and, for the first time he was going to let his paper down.

Lane Thomas smiled grimly. What a howl the managing editor would put up if he knew that his star crime reporter was sitting on the yarn of the year! And what the police wouldn't give to know that in exactly one hour, guns would blaze on Fourth and Main and a man would slump dead to the sidewalk.

The mobsters had the set-up
timed perfectly. They had been trailing Little Aussie for two days and learned his every movement. They knew that every night, after the meeting, he'd walk by Fourth and Main. Tonight he'd get it—even if he didn't walk by there—because he'd be tailed.

But he'd follow the same route, Lane Thomas knew. Little Aussie was a man of habit. And he'd never suspect that Marco Evans, alone, would be sitting at the wheel of a parked car, engine running, and a pistol waiting for his quarry. Evans had to do the job alone to show his mob what a brave man he was.

* * *

Lane Thomas' lip curled scornfully. He knew, as did Marco Evans, that Little Aussie never carried a gun. He hadn't in gang days, and he surely wouldn't now. Unprotected, he'd meet his death. A death that he didn't deserve.

* * *

Lane Thomas looked at his watch. A half hour more. Not much time. He got up and walked to the closet. A blue serge suit was hanging there. He put it on and slipped a revolver into his back pocket. That done, he returned to his typewriter. His eyes were shining now and his fingers caressed the keyboard with an almost loving touch.

* * *

Staccato sounds echoed in the room as he wrote to the Managing editor:

"Dear Hatchet-Face:
This is my resignation. The Doc has ordered me to give up the active life if I want to live another few months. I've wasted a lot of years on your sheet, so I'm giving myself a break.
"Don't try to locate me, because I'm going to change my name if I have to."

Lane Thomas signed and stamped it. The letter he placed in front of his typewriter where Mrs. Murphy would find and post it, thinking he had forgotten to mail it.

* * *

There were tired lines on his face as he examined the mechanism of the gun. Satisfied, he thrust it back into his pocket, then looked at his watch. Not much time to lose.

He went over to the phone and dialed a number. His message, he was promised, would be relayed immediately. Smiling grimly, Lane Thomas went out. The long distance call to his home town would keep Little Aussie's busy enough. And safe inside the convention, Lane Thomas smiled again, imagining Little Aussie's mystification.

* * *

But by the time Little Aussie pieced together what had happened it would be all over.

* * *

The night was warm, but there was a fresh breeze blowing from the river as Lane Thomas moved over onto Fourth and Main. There weren't many lights there, and little traffic. A black coupe was parked idly on one side of the street.

Lane Thomas shot a quick glance at his watch. It was time now. He paused a moment as he drew abreast of the coupe and imagined he could see a shadowy figure peering out.

* * *

That would be Marco Evans, Lane Thomas thought, waiting with a gun. He would want to be sure, and so he would be very careful.

Deliberately, Lane Thomas lit a match, illuminating his face, as it touched the cigarette dangling from his lips.
"This is it," he said in one hurried breath. "This is it!"

Marco Evans wouldn't expect his gunplay to be returned. And that was a break.

* * *

Lane Thomas saw the white of a hand in the darkened interior of the coupe and a sad smile came over his face as he reached for his gun and walked over. Stabs of flame struck the night, resounded through the quiet streets as two guns blazed. There was a convulsive movement inside the coupe.

* * *

Lane Thomas saw it as he went down from the three bullets imbedded in his body. But there was a smile on his face as he went to his death. Little Aussie would understand, he wouldn't talk, because years ago, when Little Aussie got on the wrong side of the fence, Lane Thomas had made him promise never to use his right name. Little Aussie's mother had been alive then, and it would have broken her heart to know that one of her boys was Little Aussie, the gangster, and not Austin Thomas, a salesman.

* * *

But you can't help feeling that she would have been awfully proud of her other son, Lane, who had just given the life, which soon would have drawn to a close, to his twin brother, Little Aussie.
FLYING JEEPS

After a forced landing behind enemy lines, the Jeeps escaped disguised as a horse... they're going to try it again.

An official car just rolled in... maybe a big conference is on... let's get into that make-up!

This is a very dangerous mission... if discovered, we'll be shot!

I hope they don't shoot this end of the horse!

Come in generals, and take a load off der feet... we haf new plans sent by der cheneral staff to win der war!

So here is der plan for der grand strategy! Shows how we conquer der world for der master race... und reserve der south pole, maybe for anybody else!

Ha! But who iss dot horse?

Voss iss? Dot horse iss stealing der grand strategy!!

Somebody do somethings!
CALL DER GUARD! SURROUND HIM!

I DENY THAT!

KEEP CLIMBING... IT'S OUR ONLY CHANCE!

WE'LL TRY TO ESCAPE OVER THAT ROOF!!

HOW CAN HE DENY IT WHEN WE SAW HIM EAT DER PAPERS?

OPTIONS!

MY FOOT SLIPPED

I'M A BRAVE MAN, BUT CHUMPING HORSES ISS TOO MUCH!

OW!

ACH! HE DIVE-BOMBED US!

DID HE GIVE US DER SHIP??

MAKE FOR THAT THICKET!

HALT!

GIVE DER PASSWORD!

THERE GOES DER GRAND STRATEGY! ACH!... HOW I HATE DOT HORSE!!
BIGGEST AND BEST!

THIS IS IT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN --- 96 PAGES OF HIGH-POWERED SUPER-ACTION FEATURES! ALL BRAND-NEW, NEVER-BEFORE-PUBLISHED --- AND THE ONLY MAGAZINE CONTAINING BOTH SUPERMAN AND BATMAN!

NOW ON SALE
Gosh—what a sore throat—and the doctor says I can't talk for a week!

Guess I'll have to forget about selling these books!

WOW! Why didn't I think of this before!?

I've got just the thing put away in the attic at home!

Having that record made didn't run into much dough, either.

Good morning ma'am—I have here...Etc.
ALL-A-LOBO-O-O-CARD FOR THE SURPRISE TRIP OF YOUR LIFE...
WITH AS WEIRD AN ASSORTMENT OF FELLOW-PASSENGERS AS EVER RODE A CRACK
TRANSCONTINENTAL FLYER I MEET THE TRAGIC YOUNG PRISONER BOUND FOR THE LETHAL GAS
CHAMBER... THE RICH AND RENOWNED "TRICKY-BUT-TRUE" MAN... THE STRANGELY SILENT FIGURE IN
THE IRON LUNG... THE OVER-AMBITION DETECTIVE... AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST, THE MYSTERIOUS WOBO
THROTTLE WIDE... AND IT TAKES ALL THE STEELY NERVE AND SMASHING STRENGTH
OF THE BATTLING BATMAN AND THE PAREDEVIL ROBIN TO CHECK A ROARING
DASH TO DISASTER IN THIS SUPER-SPEED STORY...
"DESTINATION UNKNOWN!!"
THE GATEWAY TO ADVENTURE, IN GOTHAM CITY'S GRAND CENTRAL STATION...

I'M MR. CLAYBORN'S SECRETARY... HE'LL BE FURIOUS IF I MISS THE TRAIN!

NON-STOP TO CALIFORNIA... LET ME SEE YOUR TICKET!

---BO-O-O-OARD!

BEYOND, LIKE AN IMPATIENT DRAGON, THE WORLD'S MOST LUXURIOUS TRAIN JOLTS FORWARD AT THE CONDUCTOR'S SIGNAL...

AN IMPORTANT TRAIN CARRYING IMPORTANT PEOPLE... SUCH AS CLYDE CLAYBORN, COLLECTOR OF ODDITIES, FAMED AS THE "TRICKY-BUT-TRUE" MAN...

NICE HAVING YOU WITH US, MR. CLAYBORN... IF I CAN DO ANYTHING TO MAKE YOUR TRIP ENJOYABLE...

IF YOU CAN FIND ME A STARTLING ODDITY BEFORE WE GET TO CALIFORNIA, I'LL GIVE YOU A $1,000!

I'LL TRY... BUT NOTHING EVER HAPPENS ON THESE TRAINS!

MISS HIBBS, MAKE A NOTE... IT'S TRICKY, BUT TRUE, THAT OF 2,117 CONDUCTORS I'VE MET, NOT ONE HAS ADDED A NEW ODDITY TO MY COLLECTION!

LATER...

CLYDE CLAYBORN IS LOOKING FOR A NEW ODDITY... PERHAPS YOUR PATIENT IN THE IRON LUNG...

SORRY, MR. FORTESQUE CAN'T BE DISTURBED.

HE'S IN A COMA... AND IF WE DON'T GET HIM TO THAT CALIFORNIA SPECIALIST IN A HURRY, HE MAY NEVER WAKE UP!

THE LEAST DISTURBANCE MIGHT KILL HIM!

NOR IS MR. FORTESQUE THE ONLY PASSENGER OVER WHOM THE SHADOW OF DEATH LIES DARKLY...

AN ODDITY? I'M ONE... A MAN ABOUT TO BE SENT TO THE LETHAL GAS CHAMBER IN CALIFORNIA FOR A MURDER I DIDN'T COMMIT!

DETECTIVE CUFFEE... AN LIEUTENANT GUFFY WHEN I GET BACK, FOR CATCHIN' THIS BIRD!

THANKS... BUT I STILL WANT AN ODDITY!
AT THE CITY LIMITS, AS THE TRAIN CRAWLS THROUGH A FREIGHT YARD, A PICTURESQUE FIGURE DARTS BETWEEN RUMBLING WHEELS...
GET AWAY FROM THAT FLYER OR I'LL CALL A COP!
BETTER CALL ONE WHO CAN RUN FAST!

A SECOND LATER...
OR YOU CAN WIRE AHEAD FOR THE COPS TO MEET ME IN CALIFORNIA!

HOW CAN I GET AN ODDITY FOR CLAYBORN WHEN THIS TRIP IS EXACTLY LIKE ALL THE OTHERS? LIFE IS PRETTY DULL FOR US, RAILROAD MEN!

BUT LIFE IS NEVER DULL WHEN ONE LOOKS BENEATH THE SURFACE... AS A BIT OF MIND-READING AT DINNER-TIME WILL PROVE...
HELPING TO COLLECT ODD FACTS IS DULL...
AN ODDITY... I'VE GOT TO FIND ONE, OR I'M RUINED!
I'VE GOT A FEELING SOMETHING'S GOING TO POP!
I'VE GOT A PROMOTION COMING! I'LL BE LIEUTENANT GUFFY!
THIS IS MY LAST RIDE... MY LAST RIDE...

AND THE MYSTERIOUS FIGURE BELOW....
HA, HA! IMagine ME A BIG SHOT RIDING THE RODS!

ON INTO GATHERING DARKNESS RUSHES THE TRAIN WITH ITS CARGO OF HUMAN FEARS AND WORRIES... AND STEALTHILY A SHADOW CREEPS OVER THE SWAYING TOPS OF THE COACHES...

THE NEXT INSTANT, AS THE ENGINEER TURNS...
WHAA?! UGH...
YOU'VE BEEN WORKING TOO HARD... TAKE A NAP.
A PURPOSEFUL HAND PULLS AT THE THROTTLE, AND THE HUGE ENGINE CANNONBALLS AHEAD IN A SURGE OF POWER...

SOMEONE’S LIABLE TO GET KILLED, BUT IT WON’T BE ME!

HEH! SHE’S SUPPOSED TO SLOW DOWN TO FORTY PAST HERE, BUT SHE’S DOIN’ MORE LIKE EIGHTY!

HAS THE ENGINEER GONE CRAZY? SHE’LL LEAVE THE TRACKS AT THIS SPEED!

LURCHING AND SWAYING, THE RUNAWAY TRAIN STREAKS LIKE THE COMET FOR WHICH IT IS NAMED THROUGH VILLAGE AND COUNTRYSIDE...

SHE PASSED THROUGH JAMESTOWN DOING NINETY, AND THERE WASN’T ANYBODY IN SIGHT IN THE ENGINE!

SHE’LL NEVER MAKE THAT CURVE ON TRAVERS TRESTLE!

IN GOTHAM CITY, THE TELETYPHE STARTLING NEWS TO GORDON...

THE COMET RUNNING WILD? HOW COULD ANYONE STOP IT, UNLESS... THE BATMAN!

STABBING UPWARD THROUGH THE NIGHT, A DAZZLING FINGER OF LIGHT OUTLINES A WEIRD BLACK SHAPE AGAINST THE CLOUDS...

IT LOOKS LIKE A BAT!

OF COURSE! THAT’S THE SIGNAL FOR THE BATMAN!

THE SYMBOL IS SIGHTED BY BRUCE WAYNE AND HIS YOUNG WARD, DICK GRAYSON, AS THEY ROW LEISURELY IN A PARK LAKE...

THIS IS THE LIFE! SOFT BREEZES, MOONLIGHT... AND YOU TO DO ALL THE WORK!

TAKE A LOOK OVER YOUR SHOULDER, DICK... THEN GRAB ONE OF THESE CARS!

OH, BOY... ACTION AGAIN!

WHO DO THEY THINK THEY ARE, THE YALE CREW?

STOW THE CAB, SAILOR! LESS TALK AND MORE SPEED!
HOP WE AREN'T LATE, COMMISSIONER!

BATMAN AND ROBIN! THANK GOODNESS YOU'RE HERE! THE COMET IS RUNNING WILD AND...

WESTWARD ACROSS STATE LINES WINGS THE BATWINGED CRAFT, FLEETER THAN ANYTHING ELSE ON EARTH OR ABOVE IT — UNTIL AT LAST...

THERE SHE IS — AND LOOK AT HER GO!

DOWN WE GO! IF SHE HITS TRAVERS TRESTLE AT THAT SPEED, THERE WON'T BE A SINGLE PASSENGER LEFT ALIVE!

A SWIFT CHANGE OF GARMENTS... A MAD DASH OVER ROOFTOPS... AND MOMENTS LATER THE DYNAMIC DUO SWOOPS INTO GORDON'S OFFICE...

OUT UPON TRAVERS TRESTLE — WHERE THE TRACK CURVES SHARPLY OVER A DIZZY CHASM TO PLUNGE INTO A TUNNEL BEYOND... CHARGES THE THUNDERING STEEL MONSTER...

BUT AT LEAST ONE OF ITS PASSENGERS DOES NOT INTEND TO DIE...

THE WHOLE TRAIN WILL LEAVE THE RAILS AT THE CURVE, BUT I'LL LEAVE BEFORE THAT... WITH MY LITTLE PARACHUTE! HA, HA!

SUDDENLY...

WHAT'S THIS! A PLANE, AND... THE BATMAN!

WHINING BULLETS SPRAY ABOUT THE BATMAN AS THE ENGINE HURTLES FORWARD...

NOT EVEN HE CAN SPOIL MY GAME! I'LL GET HIM!

OUT OF THE LINE OF FIRE AT LAST! NOW FOR THE BRAKES...
FIRST TO SHUT THE ELECTRIC CURRENT... NOW TO PUT ON THE AIR BRAKES... GRADUALLY, SO THE WHEELS WON'T RIP UP THE TRACK!

METAL SHREDS DEEPENINGLY AS BRAKE SHOES GRIP... THE LONG TRAIN DANCES CRAZILY... BUT THE FLANGED WHEELS HOLD THE RAILS!

THE DANGER AVERTED, BATMAN TURNS AND FINDS...

THE MOTORMAN SLUGGED! THAT MEANS SOMEONE DELIBERATELY TRIED TO WRECK THE TRAIN!... THAT MAN WITH THE GUN, WEARING A PARACHUTE PACK...

Gopher Junction, ordinarily a whistle stop, tonight is the scene of tense excitement...

It's the comet! Never thought she'd make it at the rate she was traveling!

She's stopping! Now we'll find out what went wrong!

All I know is, I thought we were gomers! We started running wide open, and everybody was shaken up, and...

But if the engineer was unconscious, who brought the train in safely?

Still frightened by the runaway, the passengers form a talkative group on the station platform...

I'll bet I missed a good "tricky-but-true" item! Who tried to wreck the train? Who saved us?

Don't ask me... I'm trying to forget that experience!

Where am I?... Someone hit me...
But one passenger futs like a fugitive through shadows at the farther side of the train...

Can't take a chance on being seen... think I'll hide behind these old freight!

Only to encounter another fleeting shadow. The Batman, who swung from the engine a second before it ground to a stop!

Have you got a ticket? Or should I punch...?

Batman! So it was you who brought the train in! You ought to get a reward!

I don't take rewards... but if I did, I might collect one for turning you over to the authorities!

Not guilty. Batman! I was hanging onto the rods, scared to death, when we hit the trestle!

When a fellow's down and out, I never kick him! I'll take your word... till I do a little investigating!

Then why are you tying me up?

So I'll know where to find you if I change my mind! You look honest... but train-wrecking is something I can't take chances with... ah! the baggage man's out!

Shucking his fighting garb, the Batman disappears... and a moment later, Bruce Wayne stands at the ticket window at the station...

Lucky for me! This train stopped here... I'll take a ticket through to the end of the run!

Meanwhile, at a magazine stand, a young man seems to be stocking up for a long literary session...

I'll take these comic books!

Golly, kid, aren't you gon' to do nothin' but read from here on?
AND IN THE BAGGAGE CAR...

WHERE'S THE BAGGAGE MAN?
MR. CLAYBORN
WANTS A BOOK FROM
HIS TRUNK AND...

OH!... A MAN
BOUND AND GAGGED!

MAMMFA!
URGLE...

OH, YOU POOR
FELLOW! HOW DID
IT? THE MAN
WHO TRIED
TO WRECK
THE TRAIN?

YOU'RE A
LIFE-SAVER,
MISS! HE
DIDN'T
GIVE ME
A CHANCE!
IF YOU'LL
UNTIE ME...

A MOMENT LATER...

A MILLION THANKS!
NEXT TIME WE
MEET, I'LL TELL
YOU HOW PRETTY
YOU ARE... BUT
RIGHT NOW I'VE
GOT TO GET
OUT OF SIGHT!

WAIT! WHO
ARE YOU?
HOW DO
I KNOW?...

WHAT IF I DID WRONG?
WHAT IF HE WAS THE
TRAIN-WRECKER
HIMSELF? AFTER
ALL, HE'S RAGGED...
JUST A HOBO... BUT
HE HAD THE NICEST
EYES...

NICE EYES, PERHAPS...
BUT A PURPOSEFUL GLINT SHINES IN
THEM AS THE TRAIN
RESUMES ITS FATEFUL JOURNEY...

HERE WE GO
AGAIN... FROM
NOW ON, I'LL
HAVE TO KEEP
MY EYES PEELED
FOR THE
BATMAN!

IN THE OBSERVATION COACH...

MR. WAYNE, I'VE
HEARD OF YOU... YOU
DON'T KNOW OF AN
ODDITY I COULD
PASS ON TO THE
"TRICKY-BUT-TRUE"
MAN, DO YOU?

THERE ISN'T
MUCH
EXCITEMENT
IN MY LIFE,
BUT I'LL
TRY TO
THINK OF
SOMETHING!

DON'T BE
B ORED, FOLKS!
GET YOUR
LATEST
ISSUE OF WORLD'S
F INEST COMICS!
96 PAGES...
ONLY 15¢!

WHAT ARE YOU
DOING HERE,
BOY? I'LL
HAVE TO PUT
YOU OFF!

IT'S ALL
RIGHT, CONDUCTOR...
THE KID MAY
NOT BE BRIGHT,
BUT HE LOOKS
HONEST... I'LL
PAY HIS
FARE!

WELL...
ALL RIGHT, THEN!

THAT'S MY
FAVORITE
MAGAZINE!

OOF, THANKS,
MISTER... JUST
FOR THAT,
HERE'S A
FREE COPY!
Once more the blackness of the open country swallows the speeding train... and menace gathers like a storm-cloud... Hey!

Sorry, chum... but I've got some unfinished business...

The boastful detective Guffey is "blacked out" also...

Scouting through the train in his role as a salesman of exciting stories, Robin looks and listens for information...

He was tied, and I'm not sure I should have set him free... he looked so nice, even without a shave!

Buy a magazine, sir?

I'm afraid you're romantic, Mrs. Hibbs. He may be dangerous! Huh? Why... er... yes, boy! It may give me an odyssey!

Buy A... hey, all you have to do is say, no!

Beat it, brat! Here we're trying to take care of a dying man, and everybody barges in on us!

Read about the... oh, oh! The detectives knocked out, and his prisoner's gone! This is bad!

Later... Dick finds Bruce alone...

... and that's all I could find out! Of course, if I'd been brighter...

You'll do, fella... providing you turn into Robin in a hurry and follow me to my compartment!

And once more, garbed in their mantled costumes, the Batman and his battling pal race into action...

But that's where the man in the iron lung is... possibly dying!

Sure... and his nurses were the ones who objected most strenuously to your bothering them, weren't they?
Death has indeed come close to the man in the iron lung... For the next instant...

Not oxygen... poison gas! In another minute, he'd have been dead!

The nurses... they've gone! And the windows are open!

That fellow will live, and the nurses couldn't have jumped off at this speed! I'm going up on top! You go forward and see what you can do!

Right!

Clambering precariously over the swaying top of the coach, the Batman sights... and is sighted by... his quarry!

The Batman again! I missed him before... but this time I won't!

A panther—swift lunge of a trained, powerful frame, and...

Hang on when you're hit, or the jail at the end of the line will be out a customer!

I'd rather fall once than get hit again!

But not even the Batman's lightning speed can outmatch blasting lead. And the criminal's bullet strikes with pile-driver force!

I got a surprise for you!

Oo'hhhh... he's got me...

Far toward the front of the train, Robin hears the bark of the shot...

A shot! And the Batman's hit! I've got to do something!
TURNING SHARPLY AND SNATCHING THE EXTENDED ARM OF A SEMAPHORE SIGNAL, THE BOY LETS THE TRAIN THUNDER BENEATH HIM...

PLEASE DON'T LET ME BE TOO LATE...

TOUGH, EH? WELL, A SLUG IN THE HEAD WILL TAKE CARE OF THAT!

LOW BRIDGE... BUT NOT LOWER THAN YOU!

Y-III!

ROBIN! SAVED... MY... LIFE...

SUDDENLY, A SICKENING LURCH OF THE TRAIN WARNS OF FRESH DANGER...

WHY... THE TRAIN'S SWINGING TO THE EASTBOUND TRACK!

DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE TRAIN... WATCH YOURSELF! YOU'RE WOUNDED!

THAT SEMAPHORE MUST HAVE OPERATED A SWITCH AHEAD OF THE ENGINE... AND AN EASTBOUND TRAIN IS COMING TOWARD US!

WON'T THE ENGINEER KNOW ENOUGH TO STOP?

OF COURSE... BUT THE TRACKS ARE CURVED, AND THE ENGINEER OF THE OTHER TRAIN WON'T KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENED TILL TOO LATE!

BUT BATMAN... YOU'LL NEVER MAKE IT... WOUNDED LIKE THAT! BESIDES, WHAT CAN YOU DO?

WITHOUT A WAY OF SIGNALING THE ON-RUSHING TRAIN, HOW CAN BATMAN PREVENT A HEAD-ON CRASH? YET DOGGEDLY HE STRUGGLES FORWARD...

GOT TO MAKE IT... GOT TO...
THE ENGINEER, HELPLESSLY AWARE OF THE PERIL, KNOWS NOTHING OF THE WOUNDED MAN FIGHTING A VALIANT BATTLE OVERHEAD...

GOT TO... KEEP GOING...

I'VE CUT THE ELECTRIC AND SET THE BRAKES... WHAT ELSE CAN I DO?

NOW HE LOWERS HIMSELF TO THE COWCATCHER... BUT WHAT DOES THAT MEAN, EXCEPT THAT BATMAN WILL BE THE FIRST TO DIE WHEN STEEL MEETS STEEL IN THUNDERING CHAOS?...

AT LAST... IF ONLY I'M IN TIME...

ABOARD THE EASTBOUND EXPRESS, THE ENGINEER BLINKS AT A STRANGE SIGHT...

SOMETHING FUNNY... COME HERE, JOE, AND TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE AHEAD OF THAT WESTBOUND ENGINE!

WHY, IT'S A BAT! WHAT'S A BAT DOING OUT HERE ON THE PRAIRIE?

MAKE ME THINK OF... LET'S SEE-- THE BATMAN, WHO SHOWS UP WHEN THERE'S TROUBLE... TROUBLE??? QUICK, JOE-- THE BRAKES!!

A BAT!... BUT BENEATH THE WEIRD SYMBOL, A MAN'S GRIM DETERMINATION KEEPS IT FLYING!

THE BAT EMBLEM... RIPPED FROM THE FRONT OF MY UNIFORM... MAYBE IT WILL WARN THEM!

TWO THUNDERING DRAGONS SHudder AND SCREECH UNDER THE Squeeze OF AIR BRAKES... Shudder AND SLACKEN THEIR TERRIFIC SPEED...

BATMAN! YOU-- YOU SAVED US!

ANOTHER SECOND WOULD HAVE SEEN THE WORST WRECK IN TEN YEARS!

EXCUSE ME-- TIRED-- GOT TO SIT DOWN SOMEWHERE...
DESTINATION UNKNOWN. We have called this story of a group of very human beings, all in search of something. And now, as reporters flock around, let us see whether their quests were successful.

John Keyes, no longer a murder suspect, is interviewed.

I told them I was innocent! I escaped, went East—and found certain evidence which I hoped would win me a new trial.

Today the whole world will know you were innocent!

Detective Guffey, the ambitious sleuth...

I caught Keyes, and thought I'd get promoted for that—but it looked bad when those crooks slugged me, took my prisoner! But all's well now, since I nabbed them!

Trigger Yerk and Biff Bolton didn't get what they were after, but they'll get what they deserve...

Listen to that copper brag! It was the Batman who grabbed us, after we'd snatched Keyes and tried to kill him in the iron lung, which held only a wax dummy!

We tried to wreck the train! After slugging the engineer, I was all set to jump as was my pal on the other end! When Batman stopped us, we snatched Keyes because we were afraid of his new evidence... You see, we did the murder he was accused of!

And look what we have here!

Miss Hibbs, is it true that you're going to marry this... er... hobo?

Hobo? He's Ken Thorne, president of this railroad! He got sick of his job and decided to look for adventure... just as I did... and we met in the baggage coach!

The "tricky-but-true" man's worries are over...

I've lost a secretary... but look at the oddities I've got! Millionaire turning hobo, wins working girl! Batman saves train single-handed! Crooks plan to use life-saving iron lung as instrument of murder!

Your new radio program should be a wow!

As for the bored conductor...

Ho-hum! What a life! Forty years of carting folks back and forth... and nothing ever happens!

Bob Kane
THE BIG EIGHT!
“TOPS” IN MONTHLY COMIC MAGAZINES!
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